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Season 11, Episode 29
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Bring It On



Jonesy finds his career on the line as he attempts to protect Donna, and so he is stunned when he learns that she is a call girl. When they are attacked by Theo, and Jonesy claims that Donna was abducted, Amy soon doubts his theory - thinking that Donna faked her abduction.  Susie soon joins in on this theory, after Donna tells her that she has Jonesy now, and Susie can never have him back.

Although Jonesy is allowed to return to work, and attempts to patch things up with the others, he is still seeing Donna - and is stunned when she tells him that a missing man named Hugo Allen was killed by Theo, and that Theo is actually a hired hitman.
Quest roles:
Samantha Tolj(Const Kelly O'Rourke), Paul Bishop(Sr. Const. Benjamin 'Ben' Stewart), Sam Healy


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 September 2004, 00:00
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